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The integral group ring ZG of a group G is ftitered by the powers of the aug 
mentatian ideal JG. The graded ring gr ZG associated with this filtration has bel:n 
the object of several studies ([2], [3], [7], and others). The lower central series 
_ {Gi I G, = G) gives rise to the Lie ring LG which has 
as underlying abeiian group. Let L-KG be the universa; envelope {if LG. There is a 
natural sujectiosr of graded rings 
~&+JLG+grZG. 
In f S],~C; was used to obtain information about grZG. This method turned out to 
be quite successful as long as G was torsion-free. For example, the following was 
proved: 
If LG is free as an abelian group, then 9~ is an isomorphisrn. 
In the present paper we take an opposite viewpoint, assuming that C is finite. 
I& us write QnG for the abelian groupJGn/JGn+! Our original problem was the 
following: Determine the structure of QnG for all n > 1.’ e direct approach to 
solve this problem involves the difficult task to find appropriate bases for the free 
abelian groups JGn and JG n+l. We avoid this difficulty by studying the qualitative 
behavior of Q,C only. As an example, take G = Z(pyn, the elementary abefian 
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p-goup of p-rank m. Passi [ 7] showed: 
Ifn,(,nt-l)~p-I)+l,thenQ,G~Z(p)~m-l)l@-r)~ 
The significance of this example lies in the fact that the sequence (QnG) becomes 
strrtiortlvy (up to isomorphism). Is there a corresponding result for a larger class of 
finite gruupS? We shall prove the following: 
For eac..h finite abelian group G the sequmce Ce,C] becomes (up to isornorphism) 
stationary' for hwge n. 
This theorem is proved by “mixing integral representation theory with commu- 
tative algebra”: First, the sequence {Q,G} becomes periudic for any finite group G 
(Proposition 1.4); this is an easy consequence of the Jordan-Zassenhaus theorem 
141. The second step is to determine the smallest period. We attack this problem 
by adapting the technique of’Pointxr!‘series ta our situation. Stated for ijilpotent 
groups, our main rest& (Theorem 3.3) says: 
LstGbea~~itenil~ten~~~u~ofclassca~letc’=I.c.rn.(l,2,...,c}. ?Ren 
thme exist positive integers N and A S&I that R IiF & Qn+vG 2 QnG for all n 2 AL 
This clearly contains the abeiian case above. Many examples have been calcu- 
lated in [ 21; we thank David Ford for his cooperation. 
1. Upper tmunds and petiodicity 
i. 1. Defhition. L& G be a finitely generated group. An abeiian group *4 is called 
an tdp/XV kW2d for the sequence (Q,G) if: 
(i) A is finitely generated, 
(ii) QnC is isomorphic to a subgroup of A for all n 3 I. 
For the group G = Z(py” mentioned in the Introduction there exists a finite 
upper bound. If G = Z(p) @ 2, then (see [ 7) or 1 .S below) Q,&i z Z(pP @ 2, and 
tfiere is no upper bound. 
The foillowing proposition gives a constructive proof af the existence af a finite 
upper bound for any finite group. 
1.2. Ropo&m If G is a finite group and eP is the exponent of the p-primary own- 
ponent of G/Gz, then 
is a finite uppw bound for the sequence {Q&j. 
R&. The multiplicatian map k : QnG ~b QlG + Qn+lG in the graded ring 
gr ZG = @n>o QnG is surjective for aI1 n 3 1. This gives the following inequalities 
for the exponents of the finite abelian groups QnG: 
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for all n 3 1. On the other hand, JGn is a free abelian group generated by IG 1 -- 1 
elements. The canonical surjections JP -+ QnC tell us that 
y-rank Q,C G ICI - 1 
for all n 3 1. Using these inequalities we get (up to an isomorphism) 
Q,c c $Z(p”p)“‘-’  Cl 
The upper bound in the proposition can be attained sometimes: Take G = Z(2p. 
Then 
1.3. The Jordan-Zassenhaus theorem [4]; adapted to the case of finite groups, 
states: For each integer II 3 1 there is only a finite number of isomorphism classes 
of G-modules of Z-rank n. 
1.4. Proposition. If @ & a f’inite group, then there exist positive integers no and n 
such that 
fur all n 3 no. In particular, the sequence {Q,G j has Q finite upper bound. 
Roof. The positive powers JG” of the augmentation ideal JG of the integral group 
ring ZG are G-modules of Z-rank IG I - 1. Hence, by the Jordan-Zassenhaus theo- 
rem. the set of G-modules (Jcn 1 n 3 1) splits into a finite number of isomorphism 
classes. This irnpiies that JG”o is isomorphic to JGnlj+mr as C-modules for some 
positive integers no and n (this argument is due to SandIing [&I). From the com- 
mutative diagram of G-module homomorphisms with exact rows 
0 -+ H&G, jG”o+s) -+ JG”~+~cig~ JG + JGno+l+* + 0 
we deduce JGno+l s J(jVJo+f+fl, and hence JGn r JGn+* as G-modules for 8JI 
n 2 no. It now follows that 
for all t12 no. Cl 
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1.S. Note that periodicity of {Q&j can also occur for infinite groups G. It was 
shown in [3] that if C, = G/G* is divisible of rank 4Q 1, then for n > 1, 
Q ifrankG,6= 1, 
0 ifrankG,b=O+ 
On the other hand, Q,C # 0 for all. n if G is finitely generated, as the foliowing 
well-known proposition shows. A much more general discussion can be found in 
ISI . 
hf. Q,,G = 0 implies QnC;ob = (3. An abehan group is divisibte if and on:y if it 
has no finite quotient other than 0. If Gab h;\s a non-zero finite quotient, then it 
has a cyclic quotient Z(m). Hence there is a surjection 
. * 
in cont;adu:tlon to QRC;4b = 0. Thus Gab must be divisible. if tC,b is the torsion 
part of Gab, then H = G&tlf;,b is torsion-free, and we have S&? z QJY (see [3]; 
S,H is the nth component of the symmetric algebra of H). Moreover, 
Sn(McaQ)=cSnH~Q w 
But Sn( H QP Q) = 0 implies H QP Q = 0, and therefore H = 0. Hence G&b i& torsion. 
Conversely, if Gab is divisible and torsion, then G*J, @ Gab = 0. This implies 
Q$ = 0 since there is a surjection Gab @ Gab + QzG- I3 
If G is finitely generated but not finite, then @NC) will neither be periodic nor 
willi it have an upper bound in general. This is clear fur free ab&an groups C # 2, 
s&cc in trxese cases LG is to&on-;frige and U&G s gr ZG (see [3]). 
For abeiian groups we have 
1.7. hpodtkm. Let G be a finit& generated abeldim group. Herr the sequtme 
@nc) has an upper hmi (or is periodic for he n) if and on& if 6; is f’inite or 
cy die. 
Roof* If G is fiiitely generated, then so is QnG for all n B 1. It therefore suffices 
to prove the statement ccincerning upper bounds. In view of 2.4 it remains to show: 
If G is not fiiite or cyclic, then (QnG) has no upper bound. But if G is neither fi- 
nite nor cyclic, then G = 2 e H for some subgroup H of G. The powers of the aug- 
mentation ideal of ZG can now be expressed as 
JG” = JHn @ JG’- ~(~-x)=JZ”~[~~‘JH”-~(~-.~~](B[~JH(I-~)~. 
i=O i=n 
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Here x is the generator of the factor 2 in G. This leads in a simple way to Passi’s 
formula [ 71: 
Since H is finitely generated and # 0, Proposition 1.6 implies that QnH + 0 for al1 
II > 1. The assertion is now evident. Cl 
1.8. We return to finite groups. Unfortuna’tely, Proposition 1.4 gives no information 
concerning the starting point of the periodicity and the smallest period of the se- 
quence {Q&3. Let us look at some examples: 
(a) If G is ~~~cf~~, then QnG z G for all n 3 t (see [?]]I. 
(b) More general, if G is such that Gab is cyclic, then Qn G is cyclic for alI n 2 1 
This follows from the surjections 
and the w&known isomorphism QlG s Gab. 
cyclic groups, and all dihedral groups 
Examples of this type are: all meta- 
Drn =kl,t+zm= l,bt= l&=&b), 
wtPere -nr is odd. 
(c) Let G be such that Geb is 411 &rnentav abekn ppup, say Gab = Z(pp. 
Then each Q,G is elementary abelian too. Furthermore, 
Combining this with the result in 1.2 we get (up to isomorphism j 
Z(p)(pm-l)~(P--i)CQnGr=Z(p~Cl-l ifn>(m-l)(p-I)+ 1. 
ExampIes of this type are ail dihedral groups and all qual:ernion groups 
2. Tine Pohcad series of 8 finitely generated group 
21. Let R be a commutative ring, and let X be an additivle function from the cate- 
gory of finitely generated R-modules into 2. The values of h for the R-modules in 
an exact sequence 
O+A’+A -*A”-*0 
are related by the equation 
X(A) = X(A’) + h(A") . 
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Let now 4; be a finitely generated group. Then UlLG QP R is a graded R-algebra. 
Here R is considered as a graded ring concentrated in degree 0. If M = $ nag/M, is 
a finitely generated graded left module over M&B R, then each M,, is a finitely 
generated R-module. Thus X(H,) is defined for all n > 0. As in commutative algebra 
we define the Poincare’s~ies of M to be the formal power series 
It is our aim to show that P(M, t) is a rational function of a specific form in t if the 
lower central series of G becomes stationary after a finite number of steps. 
We say that G has a finite bwer tern&al if G,+I = Cc+2 for some positive integer 
c. The least finite lower terminal of C will simply be called the lower terminal. 
Qeatly, if PIG is finitely generated as an abelian group, then there exists a finite lower 
terminal for G. The Converse istrue if G is fmitely generated. Not al1 finitely generated 
groups have a finite lower terminal (take a noncyclic f-g. free group), but ah finite 
grouts and aJ1 f.g, rlilpotent groups have. The class of groups wif& finite lower ter- 
minal is closed under homomorphic images. If G is a finitely generated group with 
lower terminal c, then the elements of GC/GC+t 9 identified with their images under 
the canonical map i, : LG + L&G, are central in UC (observe that in is injective; 
see IQ]). This wilJ be important in the proof of the following theorem. 
2.2. Theorem. Let G tw a finite& generated gruup with tower terminal c, and let 
LG & gmetated OS aa aW&n g~up by x 1, x2, . . . , xs with degree xi = ki < c ‘lrhen 
?he Poincat&ries of my finitely genetated left module M over ULG B R is a rat&a! 
function of the form 
F(t) P(M, t) = --- 
“f=*(l..- t”) ’ 
Mete F(t) is a pulpnmial with craefiktents in2. 
Roof. The prolDf is by combined induction on the lower terminal c of G and the 
number of generators of GJGC+I. 
(I) The theorem is true for groups with lower terminal 0. In fact, tG = 0 imp!ies 
that M is a finitely generated graded R-module, and therefore MB = 0 for sufficiently 
large n. 
(2)Now let G b e rm e y generated with lower terminal c such that GC/GC+l is f lt 1 
generated by x,, x,+1, . . . , x,. Assume that the theorem holds for groups of the follow 
ing two types: 
(ir? fmitely generated groups with lower terminal <c, 
(I)) finitely generated groups H with lower terminal c such that Hc/Hc+l is 
gene rated by s - t or less elements. 
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(3) If M is a graded left module over ULG @JR, then the action of x, 6 1 on N 
is a module homomorphism of degree c. This is because xS is of degree c and is 
central in ULG. Here we identify x, with its image under the canonical injection 
LG’ --t WLG. Let A? be the normal subgroup of C generated by the inverse images of 
xs under the projection G, * &/Cc+1 g Then N C Gc, H = G/N is finitely generated 
with lower terminal $ c and I!iJ&+t = G&V. Gc+l is generated by s---l elements. 
The canonical homomorphism of graded rings ULG + UL(G/fV) is surjective, and 
its kernel is the ideal generated by xS. Hence there is a canonical isomorphism of 
graded rings 
UL(GfN) z utGf(x,) . 
The kernel K = @ K, and the cokernel C= @C, of xS @ 1 (considered as an endo- 
morphism of M) are annihilated by xS (8t i and are thereffxe graded modules over 
UL(G/N) @pR. The last component of 
is generated by s - P elements. Hence our induction hypothesis applies to K and to c’. 
P( K, I) and P(C, I) are rational functions of the form 
F(t) -CI--). 
n&q1 - rki) 
Furthermore. the additivity of X and the exact sequences 
providle quations 
Muftiphcation by tfl+C and summation over n leads to 
. 
(J - tC jP(M, I) = P(C, c) - tcP(K, t) + git) , 
where g(t) is a polynomial of degree < c. The assertion of the theorem now readily 
follows. cl 
2.3. CoroUary. If G is a finite@ generated abelicln group, then X (AI,) is a p[v- 
nomti in n for suffrcient& laqe n. 
Roof. P(M, t) is a rational function of the form 
W) __C”_.UI. 
(I- a)$ 
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This foi)ows from the preceding theorem (or from the commutative analogue f 11). 
We may asstrme that ail factors of the form (1 - t) in the numerator have been 
cancelled, i.e. F( 1) # 0. L,et 
N 
F(t)= c uktk . 
k=O 
Then 
for n ZI N, which is a polynomiai in w. c) 
24. In the present paper we are mainly interested in the Poincare series f gr ZS @I?. 
The canonical map of graded rings 
defines a U’G-module strucmre on grZG. This makes grZG @ R into a graded 
module over ULG (IPR. We call the power series 
the Puhxte~ series ofG reibtive to R. 
By 2.2 the Poincar6 series of a finitely generated group G with lower terminal c 
has the form 
where 4;jp(t) is a polynomial with integer coefficients and si is the number of 
generators ofCi/Gi+l. 
On the other hand, if G IL fintte, jt .2 implies that the formal power series 
PR(G, t) = ii X(Q,C @R) t” 
n=o 
has periodic oefficients for sufficiently large n. Thus, in this case PR(G, t) can 
be written as 
g&l IO 
pR(G, t) =fR(f) +- t”* , 
I- tu 
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where fR(r) is a polynomial of degree “0 - 1 and gR(t) is a polynomial of degree 
n - 1. The coeftkients offR and gR are non-negative integers. Since every finite 
group G has a finite lower terminal, we have two rational expressions for its 
Poincarc’ series. The comparison of these two expressions for various rings R and 
various additive functions h wil1 furnish information concerning the smallest period 
of the sequence {Q&j. 
2.5. Remark, As the following proposition shows we could restrict our attention to 
nilpotent groups without loss of generality. However, since no stronger esults are 
obtained in doing so, we shall continue in the general context. 
Roof. The Lk ring isomorphism LG s LG/G,+I induces an isomorphism 
ULG -4 ULG/G,+1. The ideal SC+1 in the exact sequence 
is generated by {X -_ 11 x G C&1} and is contained in JGca*. CC+1 = G, for aI1 
II > c implies SC+1 C JG” for all n > 1. Hence 
3. Comparison bMd conclusions 
3.1. Theoterac Let G be a finite gtozrp, c its lower temtinul, and let F = 1.c.m. {1,2, . . . . c). 
Then for any cc;rmmututW ring R and any additive finction X from the categorqt of 
finitely genemted R-modules in 2 there exist positive integers N = N(G, R, A) and 
n = n(G, R, X) ruch that g/F and 
for all n 3 A! 
Roof. We first show that 2; is a period for A: = X(Q,G @ R) as a function of E for 
large values of n. it is easy to see that the least period of hf divides:. 
(1) By Proposition 1.4, $ has a period. Therefore it has a period which is di- 
visible by F. Let p be such a period. By 2.4 we have 
PR(G t) = 
t;ip It) gR It) 
ri,c,, (1 - tyi 
= fR(t)+- tN 
I- P 
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for some positive integer N. This implies that the expression 
g&) It&,( I - tiyi 
1 -- t@ 
is a polynomial in t. Polynomials of the form 1 - tR, k > 0, have only simple roots 
and all of them are located on the unit circle. Using the decomposition i to irredu- 
cible factors in Z[t] 
1 -- tk = r 1 @d(t) 
dtk 
we conclude that 1 - P divides the polynomial 
in Z[t] . Furthermore, C is the least positive integer such that the product 
fl;=, @d(t) is a factor of 1 .- 6. Since F dividesp,it follows thatgR(t) 
divisible by the polynomial 
I *- t@ 
-=l+t~tt2+..+tP-~. 
1-s 
Hence 
gR(t) =hR(t) 1- 
I - tt 
for some polynomial hR of degree - 1. Hence the Poincare’ series of C takes the 
form 
hR (t ) 
pR(G, t! = fR (r) + z tN 
which means that &f+, = 3 y for all ?t 3 N. 
(2) Suppose n is the least period of At. Then certainly n Q;; Z. Hence Z = qn + r 
for some integers (I and I, 1 G 4 and 0 G r < n. Siwe n is a period, the equations 
* ==: hfe+, ::@+, hold. This implies r = 0 wrd n 1 F. C3 
3.2. Now we shall prove our main result. Let pa (a E 2’) be an arbitrary prime 
power. If A is a finitely generated Z( pq)module, then A is a f”mite abelian p-group. 
Write 1 A I =pXfA) for its order. Note that 3 is an additive function from the categor 
of finitely generated Z(pQ)modules ir. to Z. 
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3.3. Theorem. Let G be a finite group, c its lower terminal, artd let C = km. (1,2, . . ..c). 
Then tlrere exist positive integers N = N(G) arzd n = n(G) such that n 1 F and 
for all n 3 N. 1/t particular, if G is J%te ahelian, then 
for all n ;;lk N. 
Roof. It suffices to prove the theorem for each component in the primary decom- 
position of Q@G. Let p be a prime and suppose that the p-component of 
G sb 3 QlG has the form 
Let s(rr, a) be the number of terms of the form Z(pQ) in the primary decomposition 
of Q#. By the surjectivity of the multiplication map Pi : Q,G @Q,G + Qn+$ 
we have s(n, at) = 0 for a > er. Hence 
if X is the additive function defined above, then 
X(Q,Gs Z!(p”,,=k! is(n,i)+a 5 s(qi). 
id i=a 
l*heorem 3.1 there exist positive integers N = N(G. p) and II = Ir(c, p) such that 
Curd 
for all n 3 N and for all a, 13 a 3 er. Explicitly, we have er equations 
CY-1 er a-1 
Ea: c is(n,i)t& s(cs,i)= c is(n+n,i)+cr k(~v+r,i). 
I=1 i=a i=l j=J 
1 >a>e,. 
Subtracting E+_ 1 from Eer we get s(n, eP) = s(n + rr, e,) for n 2 N. Now proceed by 
induction. Assume s(n, i) = s(n +n, i) for ar + 1 < i < er. Subtracting E, - 1 from Ea 
then leads to S(R, (;II) = s(n f n, (Y) for M &N. This completes the proof of the theorem. Cl 
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